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Outline
๏ What are continuous gravitational waves (CW)

๏ CW signals sources and characterisation

๏ Basic concepts in data analysis

๏ Examples of search methods for CW

๏ Some recent LIGO/Virgo search results

๏ Astrophysics and fundamental physics with CW
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Gravitational Waves in a nutshell 
๏  Gravitational Waves (GWs) are solutions of the linearised Einstein field 
   equations in vacuum: 

 

๏ Produced by the bulk motion of matter. Examples:

Rij −
1
2

gijR =
8πG
c4

Tij

Tij = 0, gij ≃ ηij + hij, |hij | ≪ 1

□ hij = 0

Coalescing compact binaries 
(black holes, neutron stars) Supernova explosions Continuous Waves/Long-transients Stochastic background 

(Astrophysical, Cosmological) 
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Space-time 

Matter

Transient signals (duration O(0.001—100) s) Persistent or long-transient signals O(hours—days) 



Continuous gravitational waves - 1

o CW signals are expected to be emitted by various sources containing 
neutron stars: tri-axial, wobbling, accreting, in binary systems,…

o  We KNOW that potential sources of CW exist: ~3,000 NS are observed 
in EM (mostly pulsar), ~1 billion expected to exist in the Galaxy 

o  We DO NOT KNOW the amplitude of the emitted signals 
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Possible deformation mechanisms include: 

o deformation due to elastic stresses or magnetic field  
o deformation induced by matter accretion; 
o free precession around rotation axis; 
o excitation of long-lasting oscillations (e.g. r-modes); 
o …

Continuous gravitational waves - 2
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๏ See, e.g. Lasky (arxiv:1508.06643) and Glampedakis & GualNeri (arXiv:1709.07049v2) 
for a review on the emission mechanism by spinning NSs
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๏ Continuous Waves expected from asymmetric spinning neutron stars

๏ Long-transients (O(hours/days)) from e.g. from newborn magnetars (produced 
in core collapse supernovae or in the coalescence of binary neutron stars), …

Weak signals deeply buried into the detector noise

Both are among the main targets of the LIGO-Virgo-Kagra Collaborations

Continuous gravitational waves - 3



CW emission with an EM counterpart  
(a gamma-ray pulsar in this animaNon)

CW emission from an  
accreNng NS  
(e.g. LMXB, like Sco-X1)

Credit: Ferm
i

• Magnetars can form in rapidly 
rotaNng (~1 ms) collapsing cores 

‣ Strong toroidal component of the 
internal magneNc field (up to 1E16G)  

- Bulk deformaNon —> emission of 
GWs with rapid spin-down

Nakano+ PRL112 171102 (2014)
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Continuous gravitational waves - 4
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o The expected signal maximum frequency is below 2-3kHz. 

o The source we are searching for are in the Galaxy, d<O(10kpc). 

o Long-transient sources may be further (a few Mpc at most) 

o The ellipticity in NSs is largely unknown;                       estimated for standard NSs, 
but for some exotic EOS (e.g. with hyperons)                      or even more has been 
predicted.  

o For newborn magnetars, at first approximation  
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Volume-averaged toroidal field strength 



๏ Expected signals are not exactly monochromatic at the detector. Frequency (and 
phase) are modified by various effects: 

➢ Doppler effect due to the detector motion  

Continuous gravitational waves - 6
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o The rotation frequency, and then the emitted signal frequency, slowly decreases 
due to the energy loss of the source (EM, GW,…): spin-down

Continuous gravitational waves - 7
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๏ There are also smaller effects which, however, we may need to take into account 
when making coherent analysis over long times: 

➢ Einstein delay: it is the time delay caused by the detector motion (SR) and the 
gravitational redshift due to the bodies in the Solar system (or the binary 
companion)  

➢ Shapiro delay: it is the time delay due to the curvature of space-time caused by 
the masses in the Solar system (or binary companion)

Continuous gravitational waves - 8
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Moreover, the signal at the detector is amplitude and phase modulated by the non-
uniform antenna sensitivity pattern. 

There is a split of the signal power among five frequencies.

depend on the source position and 
detector position and orientation

Signal at the detector: ( ) ( )( )0 0( ) exph t h A H A H j tω γ+ + × ×= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ +

Continuous gravitational waves - 9
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Basic concepts in data analysis - 1
๏ We search for weak, long duraNon, almost periodic signals 

๏ The most obvious way to detect a monochromaNc signal embedded in noise would be  
  to compute the Fourier Transform of the data

X(ω) = ∫
T

0
x(t)e−jωtdt

|X(ω) |2 is an esNmator of the power spectrum

x(t) = n(t) + s(t)

noise              signal
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๏  In our case the signal is not exactly monochromaNc and this must be taken into  
   account

Basic concepts in data analysis - 2

๏ Data must be properly corrected in order to collect all (most of) the signal power in  
   a single frequency bin (or, equivalently, in a single cell of a given parameter space) 

๏ The aim of data analysis is to increase the signal-to-noise raNo so that the signal of  
   interest becomes detectable and its parameters can be esNmated  
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Matched filter 

o It is the linear filter that, under the assumption that noise is white Gaussian, 
maximizes the SNR (and also the detection probability) 

o It requires that the signal shape is known. 

o Several derivations, we see the one based on the maximum likelihood.

Basic concepts in data analysis - 3
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Let us assume our data are 

In discrete form: 

Let us normalize in energy:   (infinite choices are possible) 

Let us assume the noise is white, i.e. each sample ni is Gaussian distributed and the 
spectrum is flat, 

The likelihood is 

Let us take the logarithm: 

and by equating to zero the derivative with respect to A we find the amplitude 
estimator:       

y(t) = n(t)+ As(t − t0 )

yi = ni + Asi−i0
Noise     signal starting at time t0
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Specifying the time k at the which the estimator  is computed: 

The estimators is then the cross-correlation between the data and the signal shape. 

In case no signal is present, at the output there will be a ‘new’ noise 
still Gaussian and with the same variance 

If we had only signals the estimator would be 

Then, in noisy data taking the maximum of the         is a reasonable strategy for getting 
both the amplitude estimation and the initial time of the signal.        

Âk = yk+isi
i
∑

n'k = nk+isi
i
∑

σ n'
2 = σ n

2si
2

i
∑ =σ n

2

Âk = Ask`+i−i0si
i
∑ = ARs(i − i0 )

signal auto-correlation

Âk{ }

o If the signal shape is not known the matched filter is not the best choice.  

o In some cases, even if it could be possible to use it, in practice this is 
forbidden by computational reasons.
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Matched filter at work
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CW search methods and results - 1
๏ The algorithms used to search for CWs depend on the available informaNon we have  
   about the potenNal sources

Computational load

Se
ns

iti
vit

y Targeted search 
(e.g. known pulsars)

Narrow-band search 
(e.g. known pulsars)

Directed search 
(e.g. SNR, GC,…)

All-sky search
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Search can be run on  
a workstation

Search parameters from EM observations

Rotational parameters unknown

Computationally bound 
Large clusters or  

geographically distributed resources

Search can be run on  
a few workstation



CW search methods and results - 2
๏  Targeted searches assume source parameters are accurately known (from EM  
   observaNons) 
๏ Frequency modulaNons are removed, e.g. by heterodyning the data

 xcorr(t) = x(t)ejΔϕ(t) , Δϕ(t) = ∫ Δω(t)dt

๏ Aler data correcNon the signal is

zoom around the peak
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๏ Matched filtering is performed in the frequency domain, using “5-vectors” (which  
  exploit the sidereal modulaNon):

5-vector definiNon Data 5-vector

Matched filters
DetecNon staNsNcs Significance

CW search methods and results - 3

๏ The search sensiNvity, at 95% C.L., is h0,min ≈ 10
Sn

Tobs
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๏ “Spin-down limit”: amplitude of the CW signal if all the  
observed spin-down was due to the emission of GWs 

๏ Going below the spin-down limit means we are sepng non-trivial constraints on the     
fracNon if spin-down energy emiqed in GWs



CW search methods and results - 4
LV, ApJL902 L21 (2020)

“Mountain” height of ~30μm!
O3A LIGO/Virgo analysis
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๏ We cannot use upper limits on signal strain to constrain the EOS 



CW search methods and results - 5
๏ All-sky searches explore a wide parameter space. Matched filtering is not an opNon! 

•  points for 1 year of data: computaNonally unfeasible O(1030)

๏ The dataset is split in segments of O(hours) duraNon 

๏ A Nme-frequency “peakmap” is created and, for each possible sky posiNon, each peak              
   is shiled (to correct the Doppler modulaNon) and then fed to a paqern recogniNon     
  algorithm (e.g. Hough Transform) 

An example of peakmap containing  
a simulated signal (hardware injecNon)
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CW search methods and results - 6
๏ The Frequency-Hough Transform maps Nme/frequency peaks at the detector into 
frequency/spin-down at the source

Time [days]
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CW search methods and results - 7

๏ The search sensiNvity is h0,min ≈
10

N1/4

Sn

TFFT

TFFT :

N =
Tobs

TFFT
:

segment duraNon

number of segments

O2 Upper limits (LV, PRD100 024004 (2019)) Minimum detectable ellipNcity

๏ Constraints on the emission from a populaNon of EM-silent neutron stars
25
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CW search methods and results - 8
๏ Search for CW from accre?ng NSs aims at surpassing the torque-balance limit

O2 upper limits 

Phys. Rev. D 100, 122002 (2019)

X-ray flux

AccreNon torque lever arm

Unknown spin frequency

Equilibrium among the angular momentum accreted through  
maqer and that lost through GWs

Patruno+ ApJ850 106 (2017)

Maqer accreNon on the NS can generate heaNng  
asymmetries -> emission of GWs



CW search methods and results - 9
๏ Long-transient searches are based on semi-coherent methods too 
๏ Sky posiNon is typically known (EM counterpart) but iniNal frequency, spin-down and 
braking mechanisms are unknown  

frequency evoluNon

Distance reach for O2 search of long-transient  
signals from the post-merger remnant of GW170817

LV
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➡ Core collapse magnetars are more likely 
➡ We need d~O(10Mpc) to have a rate O(1/yr) 

➡ Effort to develop more sensiNve DA methods  
(image processing, ML,…) 
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CW search methods and results - 10

๏ CW signals are persistent and have very specific paqern in Nme-frequency 
• Helpful to discriminate detector artefacts from astrophysical signals          

๏ In principle, a single detector is enough to make a detecNon and very accurate                 
measures of the parameters  

• A detector network improves the sensiNvity and reduces the false alarm                         
probability     
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Implications of CW detections - 1
๏ A detecNon would provide a measure of: 

‣ Source posiNon (if not already known) 
‣ Source frequency (-ies) evoluNon (if not already known) 
‣ Signal amplitude at the detector 
‣ Wave polarizaNon angle  
‣ InclinaNon of the rotaNon axis of the the star w.r.t the line of sight 
‣ EsNmaNon of the inner magneNc field strength for newborn magnetars 
‣ VerificaNon of the torque-balance mechanism for accreNng NSs 
‣ ….

๏ Once discovered, a CW source can be observed “forever” 
• Parameters can be esNmated with incredibly high accuracy 
• Subtle effects can be measured        

๏ CW sources become a laboratory for fundamental physics and astrophysics
29



Implications of CW detections - 2
๏ In pracNce, a deeper insight on NS features and composiNon from CWs observaNons is              
not simple at all to achieve 

•  Degeneracies among parameters 
➡ e.g. quadrupole moment and distance, see next slides 

• Different deformaNon mechanisms can produce similar observable results 
➡ e.g. crust elasNc strain or magneNc deformaNon?  

• It may be difficult to map CW emission to details of the star structure  
➡ e.g. what is the geometry of the inner magneNc field in a newborn magnetar? 

      
A systema?c study of what physics can be extracted from CWs observa?ons does not exist 
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Implications of CW detections - 3
๏ Some insight on the emission mechanism can be obtained from the observed CW          
emission frequency 

(D. I. Jones, arXiv:2111.08561)
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Implications of CW detections - 4

๏ If the source distance is known, from the amplitude we can esNmate the star  
quadrupole moment.  

๏ This could allow to constrain the star EOS (very large values not compaNble with all EOS) 

Q22
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Maximum crustal deformaNon Maximum deformaNon for hybrid stars 

(Braking strain = 0.1) From Johnson-Mc Daniel & Owen PRD 88 044004 (2013)
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๏ If the star spin-down is dominated by the emission of CWs (“gravitar”), we can               
separately esNmate the ellipNcity and the star’s moment of inerNa

Power emiqed in GWs can be equated to   ·Erot = 2π2Izz frot
·frot

๏ If a measure of the NS mass is available (e.g. because it is part of a binary system) then           
the EOS could be univocally determined       

Implications of CW detections - 5

RelaNve error on  for ET detector 
(From Sienawska & Jones 2108.11710)

d/ I



Implications of CW detections - 6
๏ In the event of a detecNon, we can accurately measure the polarisaNon content of the             
wave and seek for the presence of non-GR polarisaNon states (even with a single ITF) 

➡  The detector response is different to different polarisaNons       
➡ With transient signals, a network of 5 non-cooriented detectors is required  
➡ More and more accurate measures by conNnued monitoring      

Tensor polarisaNon Scalar polarisaNon Vector polarisaNon

Hayam
a+ PRD87 062002 (2012)
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Conclusions
✦ DetecNon of CWs from spinning neutron stars will be a major step in GW astronomy 

✦ Strong effort in the GW community to boost data analysis procedures 

✦ In parallel, we need to think to how realisNcally exploit future detecNons both in terms          
of astrophysics and fundamental physics 
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A lot of exciting work to be done in preparation of the next 
LIGO-Virgo-Kagra runs and in view of next generation 

detectors!



Backup slides
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Rotating neutron stars are, in general, very stable rotators 
but can be affected by two kinds of irregularity, especially in 
the case of young objects: glitches and timing noise.

A glitch may produce a ‘jump’ in the 
phase of the GW signal: coherent 
analysis across the glitch time may not be 
possible (unless the jump can be estimated or 
if it does not affect the GW signal). 
Maybe due to a star-quake or to the 
interaction between the star crust and 
inner superfluid.

EM alerts on glitch occurrence for the most interesting 
targets are extremely important for CW analysis.
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